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WHAT IS PACKED SUITCASE?
Packed Suitcase is a mid-Atlantic travel blog featuring quick, satisfying trips that can easily be done in a 
weekend from a mid-Atlantic home base.


It is for anyone who feels the urge to travel, but who has a limited amount of time off.


All throughout the site, you’ll find easy to follow 1, 2 and 3 day itineraries, best-of lists, restaurant and 
hotel reviews, gorgeous photography, travel tips and more to help readers learn more about the absolute 
best mid-Atlantic quick-trip destinations, with special emphasis on showing the awesome side of lesser-known 
places and experiences.


At Packed Suitcase, you’ll find all you need to have weekend travels worthy of the Monday morning water 
cooler… without having to take a lot of time off of work.

WHO IS PACKED SUITCASE? 
I’m Christina Ricchiuti, a Producer for the National 
Geographic Channel by day, and a freelance travel blogger 
by night.


Blogging since 2008, I write, research, film, edit, photograph, 
live tweet, Instagram and flat-out do it all to share my love of 
travel with my readers. 
 
Since 2012, I’ve focused heavily on mid-Atlantic, and most 
weekends, I can be found traveling up and down the mid-
Atlantic region in search of hidden gems to share with 
readers on Packed Suitcase and other websites and print 
publications like Edible DC and TravelChannel.com.

http://TravelChannel.com
http://TravelChannel.com
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SITE STATS…
SITE STATS - PER MONTH 
AS OF SEPTEMBER 2015

SOCIAL MEDIA STATS AUDIENCE PROFILE

Page Views (30 days): 
14,432


Unique Visitors (30 days): 
8,648


Average Time Per Visit:  
3 min, 36 seconds 

TWITTER: 4,150+ followers


INSTAGRAM: 6,300+ followers


FACEBOOK PAGE: 800+ likes 

YOUTUBE VIDEOS: 16,000+ 
views 

Global traffic: 
   USA (82%)

   Canada (6%)

   UK (%)  

   *via Google Analytics


Primary Audience Demo: 
   25-34

   Female

   No children

   Some college/ college

   *via Alexa


POST EXAMPLES…
*Experience: The Day I Drank 282 Year-Old Rum in Delaware   (http://bit.ly/QVrWiG)  


* My most popular post ever, with nearly 70,000 views 

*Itinerary: 2 Days in Richmond, Virginia (http://bit.ly/PRDU1s)

                  5 Things I Love About Marion, Virginia (http://bit.ly/1MoUYEU) 


*Hotel Review: Omni Bedford Springs, PA (http://bit.ly/1Qx2wWJ) 


*Lists: Dream Hotels of the Mid-Atlantic (http://bit.ly/1KzaZoR)

           The Ultimate Mid-Atlantic Bucket List (http://bit.ly/1gL7nY5) 

           The Best Things to Eat at Reading Terminal Market (http://bit.ly/1KtQRXo)


https://twitter.com/packDsuitcase
http://instagram.com/packdsuitcase
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Packed-Suitcase/104421176300460?ref=hl
http://www.youtube.com/user/CRicchiuti
http://bit.ly/QVrWiG
http://bit.ly/PRDU1s
http://bit.ly/1MoUYEU
http://bit.ly/1Qx2wWJ
http://bit.ly/1KzaZoR
http://bit.ly/1gL7nY5
http://bit.ly/1KtQRXo
http://bit.ly/QVrWiG
http://bit.ly/PRDU1s
http://bit.ly/1MoUYEU
http://bit.ly/1Qx2wWJ
http://bit.ly/1KzaZoR
http://bit.ly/1gL7nY5
http://bit.ly/1KtQRXo
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BE A PART OF THE BUZZ…
PACKED SUITCASE + BRANDS & 

DESTINATIONS = A PROVEN SUCCESS!  

CONTACT: 
CHRISTINA RICCHIUTI 

chris@packedsuitcase.com 

READERS ARE ENGAGED AND INFLUENCED BY PACKED SUITCASE CONTENT: 

98% say that they intend or may intend to visit a destination in the future as a result of           

	 reading Packed Suitcase.


68% say that Packed Suitcase has already influenced them to visit a destination


64% of readers have shared a Packed Suitcase itinerary or recommendation with others


How often do Packed Suitcase readers travel in the mid-Atlantic states (both day trips and 
longer getaways?) 

44%	 6-12 times a year

30%	 2-5 times a year

13%	 More than once a month

13%	 Less than once a month


What mid-Atlantic destinations most interest Packed Suitcase readers? 
75%	 Virginia		 	 	 44%	 North Carolina

71%	 Washington, D.C.	 	 36%	 New York

56%	 Maryland	 	 	 36%	 West Virginia

51%	 Pennsylvania	 	 	 33%	 Delaware


Readers also connect with Packed Suitcase on Facebook (69%), Twitter (37%) and 
Instagram (25%) 

SURVEY SAYS… 
In 2014, I polled my readers to hear their thoughts about Packed Suitcase.  
Here’s what I discovered.

mailto:Chris@packedsuitcase.com
mailto:Chris@packedsuitcase.com

